Arcadis’ start-up partner, Irys, is committed to helping communities during times of crisis. Users have access to a self-screening tool and a price-gouging reporting module. It supports governments and organizations to better collect and analyze data relevant to the COVID-19 pandemic.

**SOLUTION OVERVIEW**

We are making available for free the following tools:

**WEB APP**

Allows the general public to quickly and easily access information and resources regarding COVID-19. Users also have access to a self-screening tool and a price-gouging reporting module.

**DASHBOARD**

A management system that allows government or community decision-makers to manage data reported by users coming from the Irys COVID-19 web application.

**KEY FEATURES**

- **Irys COVID-19 Web Application - for General Public**
  - **COVID 19 Self Screening Tool**
    - Allows users to complete a COVID-19 self screening survey, which will help users to determine whether they may be exhibiting symptoms of COVID-19.
    - Users can access a list of COVID-19 local and national resources.
  - **Report Price Gouging**
    - Allows users to create and submit a report regarding products or services that are being sold at an exorbitant or excessive price.
  - **COVID-19 Resources**
    - Users can access a list of COVID-19 local and national resources.

The Arcadis City of 2030 Accelerator, Powered by Techstars is a program that works with startups to develop technologies that will revolutionize how people live, work, and travel in cities both now and in the future.

This initiative is one of Arcadis flagship innovation programs designed to identify and develop innovative startups to transform the natural and built environment and improve the quality of life.

Irys is one of the startups in the 2019 cohort.

**CONTACTS**

- **Yuan Shi**
  Global SolutiWon Lead- New Mobility, Arcadis
  E yuan.shi@arcadis.com
- **Eduardo Bravo**
  Co Founder and CFO
  Irys
  E Eduardo@heyirys.com
covid19.heyirys.com
IRYS COVID-19 DASHBOARD- FOR CITIES

The Dashboard is a management system that allows government or community decision makers to manage data received from users from the Irys COVID-19 web application.

The key features of the dashboard include:

- **Manage Reports**
  Manage reports and data received from self screening tool survey and price gouging modules. Reports can be approved and turned into tasks that can be addressed by different City departments.

- **View Data Statistics**
  View data and statistics of information collected from users.

- **Map View**
  Provides a visualization of data in a geographical representation.
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